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Our climate is in trouble. Both the climate and climate change
as well as the political climate, the political cultures of
our societies. My piece about journalist Henryk M. Broder on
Tablet Magazine on Monday, February 4, has created some noise
among the Far Right. That is no surprise and indicates the
importance of the article.
Tablet’s David P. Goldman used “Google translate” to read the
German article by Broder in the daily Die Welt. Goldman’s core
sentence is the following: “Neither Clemens Heni nor anyone
else has the right to scold Henryk Broder for speaking to the
AfD, however.”
We have sympathy for a Western naive who doesn’t understand
that parties that idolize German history are not to be
“negotiated with” and that such legitimization is one of the
greatest dangers facing both central and eastern Europe in
different ways.
Goldman pleads for an end of Holocaust memory: “My advice to
Germans: stop obsessing about the past.” He wants to forget
the dead Jews of the Shoah and has no idea about the
relationship of forgetting and antisemitism, or he loves the
idea that European nations are more than happy to have such a
Jewish voice to stop commemorating their crimes. He has no
conception about contemporary Europe, Germany and the Western
world or likes the
movement underway in Europe and other
parts of the world to promote nationalism and Trumpism, to

downplay, ignore, forget, obfuscate or deny the uniqueness of
the Shoah, the unprecedented character of the Holocaust and
the fact that Jews were killed because they were Jews.
According to a CNN poll, 40% of Germans between age 18 and 34
have “no” or “little” knowledge about the Holocaust. In other
European countries this shocking percentage is smaller, but
still depressing (33%). According to the CNN survey some 25%
of Hungarians believe the entire world is to 20% Jewish. 20%
of British and Polish young people believe the same. Many more
antisemitic myths exist among the European youth.
In January 2018, Lev Golinkin puts it splendidly in the New
York Times. A Jew from the Soviet Union, who left the USSR in
the 1980s, he knows about the denial or just not mentioning of
the Shoah under communist (or state socialist) regimes. Today,
though, he sees the threat of forgetting in the Western world
and those parts of the former Soviet Union where antisemitism
and forgetting are on the rise:
“Today, however, the American Jewish community — including
Jewish lawmakers in Washington — is largely silent about the
widespread Holocaust distortion being carried out by Eastern
European allies. Breaking that silence is imperative,
especially given the current global rise of anti-Semitism and
the disturbing correlation between Holocaust revisionism and
violence against living Jews.”
Perhaps the Goldmans of this world want even more percent of
young people in Germany who do not know what their
grandparents did during Nazi Germany, the Second World War and
the Holocaust? Forgetting the killed Jews is antisemitic in
itself, but it also fuels today’s antisemitism, just look at
the grotesque numbers of Jews Hungarian, Polish or British
young people believe to live on this planet.
Do we need Jewish kosher stamps for forgetting the past and
embracing the Far Right? These kind of authors have no problem

with antidemocratic regimes and developments, as long as they
do not come from the Muslim world. This hypocrisy is well
documented in political science and other parts of scholarship
and on blogs, Op-Ed pieces, conferences etc. Another aspect is
the fact that such authors as Goldman harm both the Jews in
the diaspora as well as Israel. For them, Zionism translates
into bigotry, and the love for extreme right-wing movements
all over Europe, despite the fact that Jewish communities all
over Europe know of the threat of the Far Right as well as the
danger of Jihad and post-colonial or left-wing anti-Zionism.
In his Tablet piece, Goldman absolves Italian Salvini from his
right-wing extremist agenda and praises him alongside with the
equally far right government in Austria under Kurz, with
(former?) neo-Nazi Strache from the Freedom Party (FPÖ) as
main representative of Austria’s most antisemitic party.
Contrary to the fantasies of Tablet’s David P. Goldman, the
biggest threat for Jews in Germany are still those almost six
million voters for the AfD and their fans, who chanted, “We
will build an underground to Auschwitz”.
Contrary to Tablet and Goldman, the Central Council of Jews in
Germany is well aware of the antisemitic threat deriving from
the AfD. The Jewish Community Berlin held a memorial event at
th

the 80
anniversary of the nights of pogroms in 1938 in
November 2018. During the event in the Synagogue at Ryke
Street in Berlin-Prenzlauer Berg (in the former East-Berlin of
the German Democratic Republic until 1990) the head of the
Central Council Josef Schuster emphasized the following: They
invited all parties in the German Parliament, but not the
right-wing extremist and antisemitic AfD. Schuster said, “It
would have been unbearable for our community to have
representatives of that party [AfD] among us tonight when we
commemorate the 80th anniversary of the night of pogroms.”
In a representative poll in summer 2018, the result was no

surprise. Asked, if “Jews have too much influence,” some 17%
to 20% of supporters of the mainstream parties like the Social
Democrats, the Greens or the Libertarians responded with
“yes.” That is already a shocking number. Even much worse, 55
percent of followers of the AfD said “yes.”
August 27, 2018, neo-Nazis attacked a Jewish restaurant in the
city of Chemnitz. October 6, 2018, far right people attacked a
Persian restaurant as well and injured the owner severely.
German Jews and the Antifa in Germany know much better than
Tablet or Goldman about the threat of neo-Nazis and right-wing
antisemitism.
Muslim antisemitism is a topic, we deal with as well –
contrary to Goldman, I wrote the entry about Germany in the
World Almanac of Islamism (last update in 2018), published by
the American Foreign Policy Council in Washington, D.C. In
2011, I did a study (410 pages) about Islamic studies and
antisemitism in Germany after 9/11. My PhD was about the
political culture in the Federal Republik of Germany from 1970
through 2005, nationalism, antisemitism, racism and antiAmericanism during that period. I do not need right-wing
extremist American authors (non-Jewish and Jewish) and media
outlets to tell me about the wide range of antisemitism in
Germany, to be sure. The first time, we publicly attacked
Muslim antisemitism was in 2002 with the German “MuslimMarket,” an online page that promoted a form of BDS before BDS
was founded, for example. Goldman is part of the racist tent
that insinuates that all refugees are antisemites and
dangerous and he ignores that most Muslim antisemitic attacks
come from homegrown Islamists and Muslims. Someone who knows
Germany should know these facts.
Ignoring reality and joining the AfD ideology, Goldman writes:
“Merkel has put German Jews in a dilemma. After street
attacks by young Muslims, the Central Council of Jews in

Germany warned Jews not to walk in public with a kippah.
Chancellor Merkel deplored the attacks, but her migration
policy made them inevitable. Consequently, a small group of
German Jews joined the AfD, arguing that the greatest threat
of anti-Semitism comes overwhelmingly from Muslim migrants
and their supporters on the left.”
This is exactly the ideology of the Pegida (“Patriots against
the Islamization of the Occident”) movement and of all rightwing extremist circles. Not a word about the shocking
situation with hundreds and hundreds of deaths in the
Mediterranean Sea during the “refugee” crisis in 2015 alone.
In fact, we have a Nazi crisis and Tablet now is part of the
problem. They promote fake news, lies, distortions and rightwing propaganda. June 25, 2018, a nasty crowd of Pegida people
shouted enthusiastically “perish by drowning!,” when a speaker
talked about refugees.
***

However, this is not at all about an attack of an
unprofessional writer and online magazine against my person.
The problem goes much deeper. It is about Jews who support the
enemies of the Jewish people. I already wrote about this in
2017 at the Times of Israel (TOI). Since then, the situation
has even worsened.
Remembrance of the Holocaust is a crucial issue in our times.
Eastern Europe is a case in point. Many politicians there
distort the history, praise their own nationalist and pro-Nazi
leaders and call them “anti-communist heroes.” It is
mainstream in Eastern Europe to equate Nazi Germany to
Stalinism and to distort the Holocaust. The Red-equals-Brownideology is a main aspect of today’s antisemitism. The Prague
Declaration from 2008 and their European attempt to have a
common European Memorial day, August 23, 1939, instead of
Holocaust Memorial Day, speaks volumes about anti-communist

and Holocaust distorting antisemitism. For newcomers, check
out the scholarly articles by Professor Dovid Katz on the
Holocaust, antisemitism and the Red-equals-Brown or DoubleGenocide ideology.
Holocaust distortion and the Red-equals-Brown ideology is not
at all an East European invention. Take the “Black Book of
Communism” from 1997 in France, where the Holocaust looks
harmless and tiny compared to the supposedly “100 million
victims of Communism.” As if horrible regimes like Stalinism
killed an entire people. They did not. The killing in the
Soviet Union was not based on ethnicity like Nazi Germany’s
eliminationist antisemitism. The antisemitic title “Red
Holocaust” was used by German historian Horst Möller in 1998,
when he edited a book with articles who are in support of the
“Black Book of Communism,” including a piece by Joachim Gauck,
who signed the Holocaust distorting Prague Declaration and
became German President (2012–2017).
The same dangerous ideology can be found in the US, like at
the “Victims of Communism” monument in Washington, D.C.,
erected in 2007 under George W. Bush. In their initial
statement, the organizers wrote that “the Bolshevik Revolution
gave birth to the deadliest ideology of mankind”. That is an
antisemitic denial of the worst ideology of mankind, Nazi
Germany’s. The trope that Nazi Germany was not capitalist, but
socialist in nature, is common among neo-Nazis and right-wing
extremist scholars and authors. AfD politician Marc Jongen
invoked that ideology just two days after Broder spoke at the
AfD in the German Bundestag, and attacked Holocaust
remembrance.
The fact, that Goldman is a colleague of Jongen and knows him
in person, is no surprise at all. Still, Goldman is unable and
unwilling to decode the dog whistle of Jongen’s and the AfD’s
antisemitism. Framing Nazi Germany as “socialist” is
antisemitic, as it denies that Nazi Germany was both
capitalist and antisemitic. Jongen and many right-wingers

depend on the word “socialist.” That allows them to deny the
uniqueness of the Shoah (despite claptrap in Jongen’s speech
that there might be something special about the Holocaust, but
all other parties in the German parliament understand his
right-wing extremist and Holocaust distorting agenda) and to
put Nazism in the very same box as Stalinism and Communism.
Neo-Nazis understand that dog whistle and Ernst Nolte would
have been proud of Jongen.
Jongen has been first criticized in the field of Art, Design
and Architecture for his far right politics by professor in
architecture Stephan Trüby in 2015. The journal in
architecture Baumeister published an open letter criticizing
the pupil of German philosopher Peter Sloterdijk, Marc Jongen.
Several professors in architecture and related fields signed
an open letter against Jongen, who at the time was editor of a
book series. They criticize his nationalist approach and
activism for the AfD. The list includes Prof. Ruedi Baur
(Haute école d’art et de design, Genf),Prof. Dr. Friedrich von
Borries (Hochschule für Bildende Künste Hamburg), Prof. Dr.
Alexander Gutzmer (Architekturmagazin Baumeister; Quadriga
University Berlin), Prof. Dr. Anke Haarmann (Hochschule für
Angewandte Wissenschaften Hamburg), Prof. Dr. Lars Koch
(Technische Universität Dresden), Prof. Dr. Cornelia Ortlieb
(Friedrich-Alexander Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg), Prof. Dr.
Michaela Ott (Hochschule für Bildende Künste Hamburg), Prof.
Dr. Stephan Trüby (Technische Universität München), Prof. Dr.
Elisabeth von Samsonow (Akademie der Bildenden Künste Wien),
Prof. Dr. Kathrin Wildner (HafenCity Universität Hamburg).
Trüby is also a critic of „reconstructionist architecture“
like in Frankfurt, where the old-town has been rebuilt – and
the voids of the past have been destroyed, no one should
remember why Frankfurt was bombed and what happened during
Nazi Germany in that town. Trüby found out that far right
activists and local politicians were initiative for that kind
of architecture, before the mainstream parties joined the

project.
In September 2017, during a hearing on racism at the
Parliament of the State of Thuringia in Erfurt, Jongen was
among the “experts,” and showed his racist thinking, as the
other experts analyzed. For example, he bases his thinking on
the category of “race” and believes that there is something
pure “German” which can be passed on from generation to
generation. The denial of the fact, that everyone can become a
German when it comes to refugees or immigrants is a common
trope among today’s Far Right. On a Facebook post after the
hearing, Jongen referred to Gilad Atzmon, a musician from the
UK, a self-declared ex-Jew and antisemite who detests Israel.
Then, Jongen’s ally Goldman even accuses the party of the
Greens, which is a mainstream, centrist and not left-wing
party:
“Jongen reproached the German Left for ignoring the crimes of
Communism and for its belief that ‘the Germans are evil,
Germany is a criminal nation, and it would be best if Germany
were to disappear.’ That is a view often expressed by leaders
of Germany’s Green Party.”
That is fake news and no serious homepage or magazine would
ever have published it. Tablet Magazine and its editor Jacob
Siegel did. That is such absurd a statement, not fact based
but ideology driven. It is nationalist and antisemitic. Why?
Germans are portrayed as victims of those who remember the
German crimes. Scholarship calls that kind of rejection of
Holocaust remembrance “secondary antisemitism.” Secondary
antisemitism is a form of antisemitism after the Shoah. It is
a scholarly term not many Americans, for example, know (but
that is not the fault of the term).
The term “secondary antisemitism” was coined by Peter
Schönbach, a co-worker of Theodor W. Adorno, around 1960. For
example, they had those Germans (West-Germans at the time) in

mind, who equated or compared the Holocaust and German crimes
to the allies and the bombing of Dresden. That is a typical
neo-Nazi trope ever since, many right-wingers call it “Bomb
holocaust” to equate the situation of ordinary Germans during
the war to the Jews during the Shoah. Secondary antisemitism
is a crucial term and scholarly tool to analyze antisemitism.
Writer Martin Walser used that antisemitic language and
ideology in his acceptance speech for the Book Prize of the
German Book Trade in October 1998. He portrayed the poor
Germans as victims of a “moral cudgel Auschwitz.” Standing
ovations in Frankfurt’s St. Paul Cathedral followed, with the
exception of three people, among them the then head of the
Central Council of Jews in Germany, Ignatz Bubis and his wife
Ida.
Political scientist Lars Rensmann helped introducing the term
“secondary antisemitism” in the German and international
debate since 1998, when he first published a book (in German)
on “Critical Theory about Antisemitism,” including the concept
of “secondary antisemitism.”
In an interview of Jongen with New Right leader Götz
Kubitschek in the New Right journal “Sezession” in June 2016,
Jongen attacks Merkel because of her pro-Israel stance. Merkel
used the term “reason of state” to emphasize her very strong
commitment to defend the Jewish state, a term German President
Joachim Gauck did not use when he visited Israel, as
journalist Alan Posener pointed out in his critique of Jongen
and Kubitschek. In the very same interview, Kubitschek
promotes a typical right-wing extremist and antisemitic trope:
he says that he might go to Auschwitz one day and on his way
back he will then stop in Dresden. This is the exact secondary
antisemitic position by millions of Germans, not only by neoNazis. They know that the denial of the Holocaust is a crime
in Germany, therefore they distort history and trivialize the
Holocaust.

Journalist Tuvia Tenenbom once visited Kubitschek and found
him and his neo-Nazi like folks rather lovely.
Like Kubitschek Broder says in his typical vulgar tone, that
“it is bad manners to put your feet on the table, to burp when
you eat or to call the 12 worst years in German history a
piece of shit of a bird.” This ridiculous list speaks volumes
about Broder himself. For him, antisemitism is a kind of
distaste like burping. He himself did a book “Forget about
Auschwitz.”
The statement by Goldman is right-wing extremist in its own
right and obviously based on the talks he has with extremist
politicians in Germany from the Far Right, mainly the AfD.
Why? Well, the two leaders of the Greens are Robert Habeck,
who is rather a popstar and proud of Germany. The co-head of
the party of the Greens is Annalena Baerbock, also a
mainstream politician who would never ever make such remarks
(“and it would be best if Germany were to disappear”). They
are both anti-Nazi, of course, but part of the right-of-center
wing of their Party. Another leading politician of the Greens
is Cem Özdemir, who is also part of the more conservative wing
of the Greens and not at all “anti-German.” That accusation,
though, is part of the hardcore racist agenda of the AfD
against politicians such as Özdemir, who is an anti-Nazi and
anti-AfD.
This is proof, again, that Tablet’s Goldman has no idea about
German society, let alone the leadership of the party of the
Greens. Even the party of the Left is very much pro-German and
nationalist, take Sahra Wagenknecht, head of the fraction of
the party of the Left in the Bundestag, as an example.
Goldman’s ally Jongen frames Nazi Germany as “socialist”. In
reality, Nazi Germany was based on “German Socialism,” which
is not socialist at all, but based on the capitalist nature of
bourgeois society, with a specific volkish, antisemitic and

German touch. Good historians or political scientists and
other scholars in the humanities and social sciences know that
of course. Agitators like the AfD put Communism and Nazism in
one box. That absolves them for the German crimes and gives
anti-left-wing neo-Nazis a free ride. Anti-urbanism, antiindividualism and the search for a new community of the people
(“Volksgemeinschaft”) that both excludes foreigners as well as
German Jews, was the ideological fundament of “German
socialism.” Ernst Niekisch was among the propagandists of that
concept, as political scientist Michael Pittwald has shown.
Spengler wanted a German way of “democracy” and rejected any
kind of universal human rights or universalist ideas of
statehood.
For those interested in a serious analysis of the origins of
National Socialism I’d like to remind you to the concept of
“German Socialism.” “German Socialism” was based on
capitalism, private property and small business (and big
German business as well) and a strong state, and antisemitic
resentment against the international big trusts and ‘finance
capital’ while embracing the “German worker” and in particular
the German middle class and the German peasants of course.
National Socialism was about capitalism, German way, based on
anti-Marxism as Klaus Fritzsche has shown in 1976 in his study
of the “Tat-Kreis” around Hans Zehrer. One could also analyze
the völkisch concept of socialism and anti-Roman thinking by
Ernst Niekisch and his German-Protestant national
revolutionaries, whose main enemy was ‘the Jew’ and the
working class likewise. Look at Joseph Goebbels’ and his Nazi
pamphlet Der Nazi-Sozi from 1926, which was a major
antisemitic booklet and portrayed Jews as “flea.” Nazi-Sozi
meant “National Socialist” and translated into pro-capitalist
and anti-Jewish. Of course, the Right does not want to face
reality, therefore they proclaim Nazis were socialists like
“real” socialists were.
Prussian authoritarianism was a core element for the Nazi

movement. Combined with a German form of “socialism” that was
anti-Marxist in nature, it was the ideology of nationalists
such as Oswald Spengler. Without joining the Nazi movement
himself, he paved the way for Nazi Germany. No surprise, that
Goldman’s acronym is “Spengler.” As political scientist Kurt
Sontheimer has shown in the 1960s, Spengler was a leading
voice in destroying the Weimar democracy. Spengler’s “Prussia
and Sozialismus” (“Preußentum und Sozialismus”) was antiliberal, and based on his racist idea that every people has
its own way of statehood. Spengler detested big cities and a
heterogeneous, diverse society. Anti-universalism was a core
component of all racist and nationalist thinkers in Weimar
Germany. “German Socialism” was then framed “National
Socialism” and became the name for Nazi Germany. AntiLiberalism, anti-Marxism and antisemitism were the elements of
“German Socialism.” Anti-individualism and a strong,
authoritarian state, the need for a “Führer” were part of it.
Alice Weidel, co-chair of the AfD in the German Bundestag,
invited members of her party from her electoral district. July
10, the day after that group had visited Weidel, they went to
a tour through the Memorial Site of the former concentration
camp in Sachsenhausen, north of Berlin. The group made
antisemitic comments, a person denied the existence of gas
chambers and the Holocaust and the tour was then stopped by
the shocked guide. These are the fans of Alice Weidel. After
Weidel had made her foto with Broder, the star author for
German right-wing extremists was greeted by Martin Renner, MP
in the Bundestag of the AfD. Renner praised Broder for his
“courage” and emphasized that he always has a look at the
homepage of Broder’s “Axis of the Good” (“Achse des Guten” or
“Achgut”), when he is angry about our world. Like other
antisemites, Renner distorts the capitalist and bourgeois as
well as antisemitic character of Nazi Germany by framing them
as “collectivists and socialists” during a debate in the
Bundestag in February 2018.

For beginners: from a political scientist point of view, we
can explain why the Far Right is right-wing extremist. At a
typical AfD rally with Weidel and others in the frontline,
they held a poster that read “Freedom instead of Socialism,”
many AfD groups share that trope. It is an old parole of the
conservative movement in Germany like the Christian Democratic
Union (CDU) and its sister party Christian-Social Union (CSU)
during the election campaign of 1976 and before. “Freedom”
translates into the denial of criticism of the capitalist
system, for example. The AfD is just the latest, most extreme
and most dangerous development of this anti-Left agenda of
vast parts of the mainstream in Germany. They are on the edge
of the right wing. That does of course not ignore the fact,
that equally vast parts of the left are anti-Zionist, or
distort the Holocaust via post-colonial universalization of
the unprecedented crimes committed by Germans against the
Jews.
Left-wing radicals, though, as I explained in an interview
journalist Katja Thorwarth made with me in December 2017 in
the daily Frankfurter Rundschau, is the opposite of the
bourgeois society. Left-wing radicalism is not the extreme of
the left-of-center Social Democrats, but something that goes
beyond the dominant political, cultural and economic systems
we know from history. Left-wing radicalism is in search for a
place where no one has ever been.
Zionist Gershom Scholem had sympathies for anarchism and such
a left-wing radical utopia.
That kind of radical left-wingers were against Stalinism and
the East European regimes during the Cold War, but also
against the existing regimes in the West, from America and
West-Germany, let alone Thatcherism and other forms of
bourgeois society.
On the other side, right-wing extremism is a place we already
know: Sobibor, Auschwitz, Treblinka, this is the culmination

of German antisemitic history, the most extreme form of an
already bourgeois and antisemitic German Empire and even
before, if we look at antisemitism among German romantics, for
example. However, even the most extremist far right people
before and even after 1933 could not anticipate Auschwitz and
the destruction of European Jewry. They wanted it, but no one
could anticipate how and when the Germans would succeed in
their eliminations plan to kill European Jewry. For example,
they could not anticipate the help of many thousands of local
killers like in the Baltics, Ukraine or Croatia and many other
places, including Hungary.
Today, anti-left politics go hand in hand with Holocaust
distortion. Several examples from the US alone, make this
crystal clear: Take, for example, TV programs like Glenn Beck
on Fox News in January 2010, when he published his first
documentary and spoke about the fantasy of a “Revolutionary
Holocaust,” aiming at the Left and communism, again. That is
nothing but a form of antisemitism, equating the specific
crime against a specific people, the Jews, with totally
unspecific (that was at the core of Stalinism) crimes against
political enemies. Jews were not political enemies of anyone.
Germans had the fanatical fear of being “Jewish inside,” as
one leading Nazi agitator, who later converted to Islam and
went to the Middle East, Johann von Leers, called it.
Then, take the Bill O’Reilly Show on FoxNews in America on
October 21, 2016. In it, O’Reilly talks to the young director
of the Victims of Communism Memorial in Washington DC, Marion
Smith. They speak about “100 million victims of Communism,” a
number that makes six million Jews and the Shoah a tiny part
and nothing special. And indeed, O’Reilly literally went on to
call Hitler and Stalin “the same thing.” He equated those who
built Auschwitz to those who liberated it.
Anti-communism still sells and is at the core of all
conservative, far right and right-wing extremist people. At
the end of the day, they share a common goal: defeat “the” Jew

and the Left, including the “Jewish-Bolshevik” coalition, as
the Nazis and other antisemites long before and after 1933
framed it.
When a regional legislature in Ukraine calls 2019 the “Stepan
Bandera Year” things become clear. On January 30, 2019, the
Washington Post puts it like this:
“Bandera’s forces fought alongside the Nazis and were
implicated in the murder of thousands of Jews. As Poroshenko
was visiting Israel, another memorial was being erected in
Kiev for Symon Petliura, whose troops are linked to pogroms
that killed as many as 50,000 Jews after World War I.
Netanyahu’s outreach in eastern Europe is part of his larger
strategy of forging alliances to counter the criticism Israel
faces in the United Nations and other international forums
over its treatment of the Palestinians. (…) ‘It’s a specific
maneuver that legitimizes anti-Semitism and borders on
Holocaust denial,’ said Tamar Zandberg, leader of the dovish
Meretz party.”
Broder ironically made fun of those who frame the AfD a Nazi
like party, because he defames former head of the Central
Council of Jews in Germany, Charlotte Knobloch, a Holocaust
survivor. When she spoke in January at the Bavarian Parliament
about the threat of the far right, most MPs of the AfD left
the room.
In his talk, Broder’s main enemy was 16-year-old pupil Greta
Thunberg from Sweden, the eco-activist who attacks the
capitalist and industrialist world and urges politicians to
take action against climate change. Like the AfD, Broder is in
denial about man-made climate change. In just a few days,
Lundberg has become an enemy of the Far Right in Germany, as
journalist Katja Thorwarth analyzes in the Frankfurter
Rundschau.
As I wrote in my Tablet piece, Broder gave his speech just

days after the German Federal Agency for Protection of the
Constitution decided to investigate if the AfD is a serious
threat to the German constitution and to German society.
Goldman is in denial about these findings of the Germany
Agency for the Protection of the Constitution. Perhaps he
knows much better about German and AfD antisemitism and
extremism, as he is a champion in using Google translate?
The worst antisemitic massacre in America took place in a
Pittsburgh Synagogue on October 27, 2018. Eleven people were
shot by a neo-Nazi who followed the agitation of Trump against
liberal Jews who support Latino refugees from America’s
southern neighbors.
Neo-Nazis are also champions of the science of dog whistles,
like the word “globalists,” aiming at Jews running the economy
at Wall Street. As said, in Germany the AfD plays the dog
whistle alongside openly racist, vulgar and antisemitic
remarks about the purported need to end Holocaust remembrance.
Islamists and jihads share the same authoritarian character
with AfD politicians and their huge fan base. Both have an
antidemocratic, family based, homophobic, anti-feminist and
anti-individual as well as anti-Holocaust remembrance
ideology.
One of the most dangerous agitators of the AfD is Goebbelswannabee Björn Höcke. He is in favor of a volkish Germany with
only Germans or “German Germans” while immigrants whose
parents came from somewhere else could not count as “real”
Germans. As a political scientist, I dealt in my 2006
doctorate with the New Right and political culture in Germany.
The term “German Germany” is from Henning Eichberg
(1942–2017), who had been the leading New Right agitator in
Germany from the late 1960s onwards.
Broder himself immigrated with his parents, Holocaust
survivors from Poland, to the Federal Republic of Germany in

the 1950s. He now openly supports the party who would have
rejected him and his parents in the first place.
Conservatives, the New Right (or Alt Right), and the AfD
agitate against the Left and gender mainstreaming. They deny
climate change, defame Islam as such (and do not fight
Islamism).
Broder knows all this. For him it is nothing but fun to speak
to “Nazis” or “Krypto-Nazis” etc. He intentionally supports
the AfD because it fits his own extreme right-wing agenda. In
2007, I had criticized his far-right positions, when he
supported TV moderator Eva Herman who publicly flaunted her
positive feelings about Hitler’s Autobahn and about family
politics. In many other pieces, I also argued against the
fanatic right-wing activism of Broder, who is, at the same
time, the best-known pro-Israel agitator in Germany. Israel
deserves better.
Broder’s flirt with the AfD is at least as bad as Netanyahu
doing photo-ops with Hungary’s Orbán, as the invitation of the
fascism and antisemitism prone Steve Bannon by the Zionist
Organization of America, as the prayer for Donald S. Trump in
January 2017 by the Simon Wiesenthal Center.
While many in the Antifa in Germany fight both left-wing proBDS people, and all neo-Nazis like the AfD, those like Broder
now take sides, again and again, with antisemites, racists and
right-wing extremist agitators like the AfD. Many in the
German pro-Israel camp defend Broder.
Broder, Goldman and Tablet Magazine obviously want a kosher
neo-Nazi like Party in the German Parliament. In addition,
Goldman is in love with Helmut Kohl, the former (1982–1998)
conservative chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany
(FRG), who honored Nazi SS soldiers at a cemetery in Bitburg
with US President Ronald Reagan in May 1985. Kohl also
financially supported an organization dedicated to support

former Nazis and SS men, the HIAG. In 1984, during his first
visit to Israel, Kohl invited former Nazi party member (NSDAP)
Kurt Ziesel to join him. Ziesel became a member of the Nazi
party already during the Weimar Republic in 1931. He helped to
destroy the first German democracy and paved the way for Nazi
Germany and the Shoah.
Broder’s tone was like: “Give me some latkes before you kill
me”. And they will serve those latkes never fear.
Tablet might think it is a pro-Jewish magazine. Tablet is not
a pro-Jewish magazine as long as it take sides with the most
anti-Jewish party in German society and Parliament. Goldman is
a long time Tablet author, music critic and he is friends with
Jongen who defames Merkel’s pro-Israel position and promotes
racism, nationalism and vulgar hatred of the left, gender
mainstreaming and defames necessary criticism of German
nationalism, including criticism of his anti-intellectual,
anti-humanist teacher and superstar, Peter Sloterdijk, one of
the uncounted Heidegger followers of our times.
I was among the co-founders of what could be called the
unofficial pro-Israel NGO camp in Germany in 2002 and even
before. In January 2001, during the second Intifada, before
9/11, we did a brochure about left-wing antisemitism and
Palestinian terrorism in Entebbe in 1976 and the repercussions
among a specific anti-Zionist wing of the radical left in
Germany at the time. I was editor-in-chief of the monthly
Jüdische Rundschau in summer and fall 2014. After I realized
the right-wing position (also misogynism) of the publisher,
Rafael Korenzecher, I left the paper. I was a co-founder of
Scholars for Peace in the Middle East (SPME) in 2007. In 2017,
this tiny group suspended me du to my antifascist position and
stance against the pro-Trump position of SPME in the US. These
developments as well as the collaboration of Netanyahu with
right-wing extremist politicians in Europe as well as his
posing as Israeli’s Trump in the current electoral campaign
indicates a decline in decency in the pro-Israel camp.

American support for the Jewish state was always based on
bipartisanship. Trump, his ilk and Netanyahu are destroying or
already have destroyed this bipartisanship. Without Communist
help in 1947/48, Israel would not have won the War of
Independence, let alone the UN vote on November 29, 1947.
Today, the pro-Israel camp believes that only the most
hardcore capitalist, the most sexist, racist, anti-Muslim and
Holocaust distorting wing of the Western world will be their
ally. On the contrary, this predilection will be part of the
decline of bipartisan support for the Jewish state. Just
listen to an ardent Zionist, head of the World Jewish Congress
(WJC), Ronald S. Lauder:
“But the greatest threat is to the future of the Jewish
people. For over 200 years, modern Judaism has aligned itself
with enlightenment. The Jews of the new era have fused our
national pride and religious affiliation with a dedication to
human progress, worldly culture and morality. Conservatives
and liberals, we all believe in a just Zionism and a
pluralistic Judaism that respects every human being. So when
members of Israel’s current government unintentionally
undermine the covenant between Judaism and enlightenment,
they crush the core of contemporary Jewish existence.”
Lauder as well as left-wing Zionists and critics of antiliberalism, antisemitism and the Far Right know: Zionism
deserves much better and David Ben-Gurion and Theodor Herzl
would be ashamed of the current situation, I am sure.
***
January 29, 2019, Henryk M. Broder spoke at an event of the
Alternative for Germany (AfD) and they celebrated him as their
hero. He was proud and happy, because not even his “own family
honors” him like Martin Renner from the AfD did in his
inauguration of Broder’s talk. David Goldman and Tablet
celebrate Broder and the Far Right, they promote lies about

the Greens in Germany and base Goldman’s piece on Google
translate and the agitation of Jongen and other AfD
politicians. Let us have a final look at some activities of
AfD politicians. The faction of the AfD in the city of Potsdam
posted a picture of NGO activist Anetta Kahane, showing her
with a big nose and big lips, a typical antisemitic
caricature.
At a rally in Chemnitz – after the above mentioned attack on a
Jewish restaurant and Nazi salutes by many neo-Nazis – AfD
politicians and MPs in the Bundestag, marched alongside with
criminal and convicted Hitler-fan Lutz Bachmann, right-wing
publisher Götz Kubitschek as well as several former leaders of
neo-Nazi groups like “National Socialists Chemnitz,” “Wiking
Youth,” or “Heimattreue Deutsche Jugend” (“Homeland proud
German Youth”) as well as far-right political activist Michael
Stürzenberger. The latter is of particular interest, as he is
known for his agitation against the circumcision. In 2012,
Stürzenberger wrote that Jews like Muslims, if they keep on
practicing the circumcision, have “no place in this country”
(Germany), as journalist Jörg Lau from the weekly Die Zeit
documented with disgust.
Broder knows very well that neo-Nazis would destroy him as a
Jew after they took power and “cleaned the Augean stables”.
But he might hope like Tablet or Goldman that he will just be
shot some days or even a few weeks after his female neighbor –
the journalist with her tender anarcho-communist, proimmigrant, eco-socialist, anticapitalist and antifascist,
left-wing Zionist ideas, her punk-rock style hair, her
“Refugees Welcome” T-Shirt and her button “No one is illegal”
– would be raped, tortured and killed (based on what AfD
followers or neo-Nazis post all the time on social media).
©ClemensHeni

2014: Ein Jahr der Klarheit
Die Bundesrepublik zwischen
grünem (Hamas) und braunem
(HOGESA) Nazismus und dem
schwarzrotgoldenen
Extremismus der PEGIDA»Mitte«.
Mit einem Exkurs: War Deutschland
Teil des Abendlandes?
Das Jahr 2014 brachte Klarheit. Eine schreckliche Klarheit.
Soviel Antisemitismus, soviel Pro-Hitler und Pro-Holocaust
Statements, Hetze gegen Juden und Israel, muslimischen
Judenhass, aber auch soviel Islamhass und Rassismus und soviel
Deutsch-Nationalismus gab es selten so offen in einem Jahr.
Niemand außer den Deutschen kann aufrecht gehen, dafür sind
sie Weltmeister, das beliebteste Land der Welt, Angela Merkel
wird zwar vom rechten »wir träumen-reden- lachen-und-fühlendeutsch« Rand der CDU/CSU verabscheut, aber weltweit als
führende Politikerin geehrt. Wenngleich Merkel sich in ihrer
Neujahrsansprache von PEGIDA explizit abgrenzt, sind ihr
weltpolitisches
Hinund
Herschwanken,
ihre

Standpunktlosigkeit
erfolgreich.

und

die

Affirmation

des

Bestehenden

Dabei ist das Bestehende eine Mischung aus deutsch-iranischen
Geschäften, sozialer Krise und Kapitalismus in Europa sowie
politischen Konflikten über die Erinnerung an den Zweiten
Weltkrieg zwischen Lobhudelei für Nazis wie den Ukrainer
Stepan Bandera, einer Derealisierung der Präzedenzlosigkeit
der Shoah und der Stilisierung der Deutschen zu ganz normalen
»Opfern« der bösen Nazis (»Unsere Mütter, unsere Väter«), was
wiederum gewissen germanophilen Kreisen der weltweiten
kulturindustriellen Elite gefällt (»International Grammy
Award«).
Jene Kritiker, die 1989 Wi–dervereinigung ohne »e« schrieben,
wurden von Helmut Kohl und der SPD, die nicht erst damals die
deutsche Hymne anstimmte, diffamiert. Heute geht es so gut wie
niemand mehr um eine »Alternative zu Deutschland«. Dafür gibt
es die »Alternative für Deutschland« (AfD). Die Mehrheit sei a
priori
gut
drauf,
so
lautet
das
Mantra
der
»Extremismustheorie« vom Schlage Uwe Backes‘, Eckhard Jesses
oder Werner Patzelt, wie der Politologe Miro Jennerjahn in
Anlehnung an Gesine Schwan analysierte.

Exkurs: War Deutschland Teil des Abendlandes?
Der Historiker Peter Viereck (1916–2006) hat in seiner
Dissertation 1942 – Metapolitics. From Wagner and the
German Romantics to Hitler – gezeigt, dass Deutschland
nicht Teil des Abendlandes war beziehungsweise immer
wieder antiwestliche »Revolten« hervorbrachte. Seine
Doktorarbeit, die bereits 1941 publiziert und von Thomas
Mann belobigt wurde, analysiert das antiwestliche Denken
der Deutschen. Viereck macht fünf »Revolten« aus, die
Deutschland vom Westen trennen. Das macht die Rede von
der »Rettung des Abendlandes« gerade in Deutschland oder

Dresden so ahistorisch und grotesk. Dabei schrieb Viereck
seine Arbeit vor Auschwitz.

Die erste »Revolte«: Deutschland, das es natürlich unter
diesem Namen damals gar nicht gab, kämpfte als
»Germanien« gegen den »römischen Universalismus«, was
sich exemplarisch in der Schlacht im Teutoburger Wald im
Jahr 9 CE zeigte. Heinrich von Kleists »Hermannsschlacht«
von 1808 setzte dieser allzu deutschen Schlacht ein
literarisches
Denkmal.
Der
Politikund
Literaturwissenschaftler Andreas Dörner hat die
»Entstehung des Nationalbewußtseins der Deutschen» am
Beispiel des »Hermannsmythos« untersucht. Dabei spielt
die »schwarze Fahne« eine wichtige Rolle, da sie »als
Zeichen totaler Zerstörung das Ende des Kampfes« anzeigt.
Der antirömische Zug Deutschlands zeigte sich auch beim
antisemitischen Agitator in Österreich Ende des 19.
Jahrhunderts, Georg von Schönerer, der proklamierte:
»Ohne Juda, ohne Rom bauen wir Germaniens Dom«. Für den
Nationalbolschewisten Ernst Niekisch war Hitler zu
»mittelmeerisch«, er habe als Österreicher ein zu
»sonniges Gemüt« und sei quasi »römisch«. Für den
Antisemiten Niekisch (»Hitler – ein deutsches
Verhängnis«, 1932) stand Hitler nicht rechts, deutsch und
preußisch genug da. Auch Niekisch-Jünger wie die
»ethnopluralistische«, rassistische Neue Rechte in der
Folge von Henning Eichberg sind konsequent antirömisch.
Rom steht für »Reich« analog zu den USA heute.
Das steht in direkter Beziehung zu Peter Vierecks zweiter
»Revolte« der Deutschen: die Abwehr des Christentums
durch die mittelalterlichen Sachsen und der Einsatz des
heidnischen »Wotan«. Drittens steht für einen »deutschen
Weg« die lutherische Reformation, die ja offenkundig
anti-römisch war. Viertens analysiert Viereck die
»Revolte gegen das römische Imperium, wie es sich in der

westlichen Welt« zeigte. Der deutsche »Sturm und Drang«
und die Neoromantiker wandten sich gegen 1789 und
Frankreichs Universalismus. Das Ressentiment gegen
»zuviel« Vernunft, das Promoten von Gefühlsduselei,
Heimat und Ideologeme von Klopstock, Herder, vielen
anderen und das »Volkslied«, das bei PEGIDA so beliebt
ist wie bei Hansi Hinterseer und den schmalzigen
»Volksmusikanten«,
die
seit
Jahrzehnten
ein
Millionenpublikum bedienen, stehen dafür exemplarisch.
Die fünfte »Revolte« war der »radikalste Bruch jemals mit
der westlichen Zivilisation«:
der Nationalsozialismus.
Selbst nazistische Termini wie »Lügenpresse« evozieren nicht
die
Erinnerung
an
die
übelste
braun-schwarze,
antiintellektuelle, reaktionäre Moderne der völkischen
Bewegung, von Joseph Goebbels und Alfred Rosenberg, sondern
lösen Begeisterung aus. Das ist nicht nur Unwissen und
Dummheit. Vielmehr ein gewolltes Liebäugeln. Für Cora Stephan
ist es lediglich ein »Trick« Nazis bei PEGIDA und ähnlichen
völkischen Aufmärschen als solche zu bezeichnen. Kluge
»Bürger« wie Lutz Bachmann oder NDR-Autorin Cora Stephan haben
hingegen erkannt, dass es bei der Kritik an PEGIDA um ein
»Ablenkungsmanöver« handele. Auch Forderungen wie »Deutschland
raus aus der NATO«, die auf PEGIDA-Demonstrationen
großformatig propagiert werden, stören den neoliberalen,
konservativen, angeblich pro-amerikanischen Kurs von Blogs wie
Achgut gar nicht.
Henryk M. Broder kokettiert mit dem Extremismus der Mitte, den
(nicht nur) ostdeutschen Spießbürgern, den Nationalisten,
Rechtsextremisten, Neonazis und Rassisten und Antisemiten von
PEGIDA und seine Gefolgschaft wie Matthias Matussek, der
Kritiker der völkischen Dresdner Bewegung mit der Hitlerjugend
(HJ) vergleicht, Hamed Abdel-Samad, der auch auf Facebook eine
»irrationale Angst« der PEGIDA-Kritiker sieht, oder Cora
Stephan sekundieren die Agitation gegen »den« Islam oder

entwirklichen die rechtsextreme Gefahr. Broder ist blind ob
der Teilnahme von antijüdischen Beschneidungsgegnern an den
PEGIDA oder HOGESA Aufmärschen – wie Michael Stürzenberger,
Bundesvorsitzender von der Kleinstpartei Die Freiheit, oder
der großen Website Politically Incorrect (PI) – und schreibt:
»Wenn sich aber eine nationale Einheitsfront formiert, in der
die christlichen Kirchen, der Zentralrat der Juden, die
Gewerkschaften, das Handwerk, die Arbeitgeber und die
üblichen Verdächtigen aus dem Kulturbetrieb Seit an Seit
marschieren und alle, die an dieser Prozession nicht
teilnehmen wollen, zu Dumpfbacken, Nationalisten, Rassisten,
Nazis und einer ›Schande für Deutschland‹ erklärt werden,
dann stimmt irgendetwas nicht mit der gelebten Demokratie in
unserem Land.«
Wenn Nazis und Nationalisten, die mit Nazi-Vokabular und
Deutschlandfahne »Wir sind das Volk« grölen, nüchtern im
Gegensatz zu PEGIDAs Zwillingsbruder HOGESA (Hooligans gegen
Salafisten), erhebt sich Broders Stimme gegen Kritiker und
nicht gegen den rassistischen Mob. Er sieht gar nicht, dass es
PEGIDA nicht um die islamistische Gefahr wie aus Iran oder den
Judenhass von Islamisten geht. Viele PEGIDA-Aktivisten sind
selbst Antisemiten und waren seit 9/11 auf Demonstrationen
gegen Antisemitismus und Islamismus nicht zu sehen, und jene
wenigen, die kamen, wie mit einer neonazistischen, Anti-Antifa
»German Defence League (GDL)«-Flagge, hätten von den
Organisatoren pro-israelischer und anti-islamistischer
Kundgebungen besser des Platzes verwiesen gehört.
Dabei ist Broders Kritik an der antiamerikanischen
Schadenfreude ob des 11. September und der Trivialisierung des
Islamismus so aktuell wie zuvor. Denn weiterhin schreiben
Altlinke wie der Herausgeber der einzigen linken
Publikumszeitschrift in diesem Land, Konkret, Hermann L.
Gremliza, im Dezember 2014 über den islamistischen Massenmord
im World Trade Center am 11. September 2001 und die

islamistischen Enthauptungen, Pogrome und Massenmorde in den
letzten Jahren:
»Der Krieg, der seit dem Ende des Kalten geführt wird, spielt
sich nicht da ab, sondern dort, wo die USA von Natur aus
zuständig sind: weit hinten in der globalen Türkei. Er heißt
war on terror und hat eine sechs-, bald siebenstellige Zahl
an Menschen jeden Alters und Geschlechts umgebracht. Nicht
Menschen im engeren Sinn, versteht sich, um die ein Aufhebens
zu machen sich lohnte wie um die drei bis vier in Allahs
Namen abgeschlachteten Amerikaner, Briten und Franzosen, die
tagelang die Bildschirme füllten.« (Konkret 12/14)
Nach einer knappen Übersicht über weltweite »Sprenggürtel«»Märtyrer«, »failed states«, »Islamisten und Mörderbanden« von
»Nord- und Zentralafrika«, Erdogan, Syrien, Irak, Pakistan,
Hindukusch, Hongkong bis hin nach Korea resümiert Gremliza:
»Überall legen die USA Lunten, ziehen sie ›rote Linien‹,
stellen Ultimaten, schicken Drohnen, werfen Bomben.«
Dieses perfide, antiamerikanische, den Jihadismus und
Islamismus als Phänomene sui generis negierende, delirierende,
linke Gerede bekommt im antiwestlichen, die USA
dämonisierenden Verschwörungswahnsinn der »Russia Today« /
»Friedenswichtel«-Szene um das »Compact«-Magazin und Jürgen
Elsässer, der früher als quasi Nachfolger Gremlizas
aufgepäppelt worden war, ehe es zum Bruch kam, ein Echo.
Viele, die im Sommer angesichts des Pro-Hitler- und ProHolocaust-Gebrülle von (organisierten) Islamisten und
(unorganisierten) Muslimen und ihren extrem rechten und linken
Freunden schwiegen, sind jetzt lautstarke Kritiker von PEGIDA.
Doch warum nur Nationalismus und Rassismus kritisieren und zum
Antisemitismus schweigen? Linke zelebrierten mit ihren
islamistischen und neonazistischen Kolleg_innen ein
antizionistisch-antisemitisches Hassfestival auf den Straßen

EUropas.
Was viele in der »Pro-Israel«-Szene sich jedoch weigern zu
sehen: es gibt eine zunehmende Zahl von Leuten, die gegen
Antisemitismus und Israelhass wie auch gegen PEGIDA,
Nationalismus, Rassismus, Agitation gegen »den« Islam und
Muslime und Flüchtlinge sich wenden.
2014 war somit ein Jahr der schrecklichen Klarheit: Viele
Kritiker des antizionistischen Antisemitismus schweigen nicht
nur zu PEGIDA, sondern stimmen in den völkischen Chor gegen
Flüchtlinge, Muslime, »den« Islam, »die Lügenpresse«, »die
Parteien« und »das System« mit ein, sei es offen, verbrämt
oder klammheimlich.
Schließlich haben sich einige Liberale und Linke als Kritiker
sowohl des Antisemitismus als auch des Rassismus, DeutschNationalismus und Islamhasses erwiesen.
Wer vom Extremismus der deutschen Mitte und von PEGIDA nicht
reden will, soll von der islamistischen Gefahr schweigen.

Der Autor, Dr. phil. Clemens Heni, promovierte 2006 über »Ein
völkischer Beobachter in der BRD. Die Salonfähigkeit neurechter Ideologeme am Beispiel Henning Eichberg« an der
Universität Innsbruck; 2011 publizierte er die Studie
»Schadenfreude. Islamforschung und Antisemitismus in
Deutschland nach 9/11«, 2013 das Buch »Antisemitism: A
Specific Phenomenon. Holocaust Trivialization – Islamism –
Post-colonial and Cosmopolitan anti-Zionism«.

